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Search and Rescue (SAR) Overview 

Dedicated to Rick and Mike 

This is a tough story to write.  The Search and Rescue story embodies so 

much humanity and courage in its seventy four year history that I 

cannot do it justice, it is also a personal story for me as I knew two of 

these brave technicians, both deceased. While serving in Trenton I 

participated in a number of SAR scenarios including an actual mission 

for a downed aircraft and pilot in the Thunder Bay and Sault area, so I 

became very familiar with what the SAR was all about. 

If there’s any organization within the Canadian Armed Forces that truly 

represents high adventure and commitment to preserving lives it’s the 

Search and Rescue organization.  Any of its thousand and one 

operations over its history would match or exceed the best thriller ever 

published.  In the course of its mandate, SAR personnel have made the 

ultimate sacrifice while on duty in the service of others.  

The birthday of the Search and Rescue organization is set at 18 June 

1947, when cabinet directive number 18 was signed making the RCAF 

responsible for the provision and coordination of air rescue in Canada. 

Over its history many aircraft from the rotary tandem H-21 to the CH-

146 Griffin and the fixed wing aircraft such as SA-16 Albatross and C-

130 aircraft have served  with distinction. Some of you would be more 

familiar with names like Voyageur, Labrador, Huey, Buffalo, twin/single 

Otter while others will recall Hudson, Lancaster, Dakota, and Canso 

flying boats.  All of these aircraft serviced the SAR organization 

throughout its history in all kinds of environments and missions. 

Common in service today is the CC-295 Kingfisher, CH 146 Griffon, CH 

149 Cormorant and CP 140 Aurora.  The personnel makeup of a SAR 

team consist of Pilots, Navigators, load masters, flight engineers, AVN, 



AVS technicians, spotters both civilian and military and a host of others 

notably the most visible of all the SAR tech.  SAR techs are first and 

foremost volunteers and must have at least four years experience in 

another military occupation.  Their training is extensive and 

incorporates specialized facets to enable them to provide highly skilled 

assistance regardless of the situation.  There are approximately 150 SAR 

techs spread amongst five primary SAR squadrons, training schools and 

various administrative positions across Canada.   

Numerous awards for courage, bravery and dedication to duty have 

been awarded to SAR crews over the years.  The SAR organization is 

easily recognizable to Canadians by their distinctive Orange and yellow 

paint scheme on aircraft and similar patterned operational uniforms 

worn by personnel.  The following pictures from the author's collection 

show a photo spread from SAREX 2007 held at Goose Bay, Labrador,  

the SAR qualification  badge,  a SAR tech on a mission circa 1984 in 

northern Ontario, a plaque dedicated to the crash of rescue 312 in 

1980, (Rick Cocks, my good friend was a fatality), typical SAR air crew in 

front of a CH-115 Buffalo aircraft (note the flying boots), a Labrador SAR 

a/c over water during a demonstration, SAR techs inside a C-130 

holding streamers ( from Ottawa Citizen 8 December 1979) and SAR 

Tech Corporal Power assisting a civilian spotter 1984 mission. Another 

good friend Mike Kobayashi was awarded the CDS commendation for 

his participation in the rescue of personnel as a result of a C-130  crash 

near Alert in 1991. I had served with Mike in Petawawa  before his re-

muster to SAR.   

Today the mandate of the RCAF ‘s SAR remains unchanged and 

continues to provide assistance  at sea, in the air, or on land, wherever, 

whenever, and whatever the need.  





 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 


